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A theory of the bulk photogalvanic effect. surface photogalvanic effect, photon drag effect for optical interband transi- 
tions in gallium arsenide is constructed. These effects are experimentally discovered and investigated. The magnetic 
field action and the surface photogalvanic effect is studied theoretically and experimentally. The quantitative agree- 
ment between the theory and experiment is obtained. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The phenomena consisting in the current appear- 
ance in crystals due to  the light absorption at the 
expense of drift and diffusion of photoinduced 
electrons and holes are called photoelectric.' A 
new class of the photoelectric phenomena, where 
photocurrents appear in the external field and 
concentration gradient absence has been studied 
actively in the last few years. The photocurrent 
nature is caused not by the drift and diffusion 
processes of electrons and holes, but it has origin 
in the process of free ballistic motion during the 
momentum relaxation time after the photoexcite- 
ment process. It is natural to call the photocur- 
rents of that nature as ballistic photocurrents. 

The oriented motion of the current carriers has 
origin in the momentum distribution asymmetry 
at the moment of photoexcitation, i.e. due to 
dominant generation of electrons and holes in a 
definite direction. The photocurrents of that na- 
ture can arise not only due to asymmetry in pho- 
toexcitation act but also due to  anisotropy in the 
momentum distribution, spin polarization and hot 
electron (hole) distribution function difference 
from equilibrium distribution function. The pho- 
tocurrent arises in those cases due to electron and 
hole scattering processes asymmetry. For the bal- 
listic photocurrent appearance in the system crys- 
tal plus light the symmetry center must absent or, 
more definitely, the direction must be distin- 
guished, which can be characterized by polar vec- 
tor. This class of phenomena includes the photo- 
galvanic effect in noncentrosymmetric media 

(PGE),2'3 photon drag effect of electrons and 
holes (PDE),4 surface photogalvanic effect (SPG)5s6 
anisotropic photoconductivity (APC),' reactive 
photoemf,* resonance p h o t ~ c u r r e n t . ~  We shall call 
all those effects as photogalvanic effect and em- 
phasize that the nature of these effects is caused 
by the center symmetry absence in the system 
crystal plus light and it is not connected with ex- 
ternal fields and the current carriers concentration 
gradients. The nonthermalized electrons and holes 
make usually dominant contribution in photogal- 
vanic effects. The energy of nonthermalized 
charge carriers is fixed by the conservation low in 
the photoexcitation act. The free path length of 
nonthermalized electrons (holes) A(&) differs es- 
sentially from the free path length of the thermal- 
ized electrons and holes A ( T )  and it depends es- 
sentially on the energy Eo. The photogalvanic 
effect investigation gives unique possibility of di- 
rect definition of A(E0) and also band itructure 
parameters which have influence on the photogal- 
vanic effects. 

The interband optical transitions in gallium ar- 
senide give the possibility to  construct the quan- 
titative theory of the photogalvanic effects. The 
results of theoretical calculations are expressed 
through a small number of constants that are 
crystal chairacteristics and are known from inde- 
pendent experiments. Good quality of GaAs crys- 
tals gives possibility to produce precise experi- 
ments and perform the comparison between 
theoretical calculations and experimental results. 
The photogalvanic effects investigated in the pres- 
ent paper are defined by the following phenome- 
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nological relations that give the relation between 
the photocurrent j, light intensity Z and its polari- 
zation vector e: 

(1) 
is photogalvanic effect in noncentrosymmetrical 
media (€ , , I  is a unique antisymmetrical tensor); 

j l  = I -y (w) [ (e ,  - n,(en))(e*n) + h.c.1 

it = I P ( w )  I ell, I e, el* 

+ iZg(w)[n X [e X e*]], ( 2 )  
is surface photogalvanic effect (n is a normal 
vector)t 

j ,  = a ( w ) q I I  (3) 
is photon drag effect (q, w are momentum and 
frequency of light). These three effects can be sepa- 
rated by characteristic dependence on the orienta- 
tion of crystal axes orientation about its surface, 
angles between the direction of light propagation 
and normal vector n and also crystal axes, the di- 
rection of the light polarization vector, the direc- 
tion of the current propagation. The magnetic 
field effectively turns the photocurrents (1)-(3) 
and the terms that have the structure [H X j] ap- 
pear in phenomenological relations (1)-(3), where 
j is photocurrent in the magnetic field absence. 

2. THE THEORY O F  PHOTOGALVANIC 
EFFECTS FOR INTERBAND 
TRANSITIONS IN GaAs 

It is necessary to find the probability of electron 
and hold photogeneration w k  for calculation of 
photogalvanic effects. For this SPG is defined by 
the anisotropic part of Wk that is proportional to 
(keIZ;$ PGE is defined by antisymmetrical with 
respect to momentum k parts W;‘ = - W l ,  which 
is not connected with photon momentum W;’-  
I el l /  1 kie,ej;’ PDE is defined by the asymmetrical 
part of electron and hole photogeneration proba- 

t APC in GaAs is defined by the phenomenological relation 
which coincides by the form with Eq. (2) if normal vector n is 
changed by the external electric field E. The APC theory which 
is applicable to electrons in GaAs was developed in paper re- 
ferred to in Ref. 10. 

f The term Ike 1’ in Wk defines the linear SPG [the constant 
y(o) in relation (2)], circular SPG [the constant 6 ( w )  in rela- 
tion (2)] on the interband transitions in GaAs is caused by the 
photoelectron spin polarization. The theory of this effect ap- 
plicable to electrons in GaAs was developed in the paper re- 
ferred to in Ref. 13. 

bility proportional to photon momentum 

The electron and hole probability of photogen- 
eration in the channel v with momentum k,, kh 
can be written in the following manner: 

9: Wk - (k * 9). 

X ID.,,&, kh)e 126(t;, + 6:: + Eg - h o )  (4) 

Here k, + kh = q, Da,vp(k,, kh) is matrix element of 
dipole momentum between the hole state IvPkh) 
and electron state la, k,), e i ,  e l ”  are dispersion 
laws of the electron and v hole. This matrix ele- 
ment D is defined by the wave functions in the 
Keine theory which is described by the following 
Hamiltonian” 

) ( 5 )  
Rk2 + E8, 

h.c., 

iPki + A Icrj/ Ikjk//2 

-Mk26ij - Akik, - A a i ~ j  
x= ( 
Here the upper block is a 2 X 2 matrix and it cor- 
responds to s bands; the lower block is a 6 X 6 
matrix and it corresponds to p bands; the p band 
wave functions are numerated by vector indices i , j  
= 1, 2, 3; ui are Pauli matrices; R,  M, A = L - M ,  P 
are standard parameters of the Keine theory. The 
spectrum of the Hamiltonian is shown in Figure 
1. Note, that the goffer effects give a correction 
less than ten percent with respect to isotropic ef- 

FIGURE 1 The band GaAs structure. Horizontal lines in 
the conducting band limit the electron passive band. 1 and 2 
are the interband transitions from the bands of heavy and light 
holes respectively. The dotted lines mark thermalization proc- 
esses with the optical phonons emission. 
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fects. By the W;.,L, probability calculation it is suf- 
ficient to know the projection operators on the 
hole wave functions u;: is not essential for the 
hole wave functions uifb is not essentional for the 
final formula. The projection operators are de- 
fined by the following relations: 

The effective method of projection operators (6) 
obtaining was developed in Ref. 14. This method 
gives a possibility to find also spectrum Hamilto- 
nian (5 ) .  This method is based on the Green func- 
tion of Hamiltonian ( 5 )  that has the form: 

G ( E ,  k )  = I I” (k ) / (E  - e; - is) (7) 

Here Y = f l  for light and heavy holes and v = 0 
for splitted holes. Explicit form of the projection 
operators rI; in the Keine theory was obtained in 
the paper referred to in Ref. 14. These projection 
operators reduce difficult calculations with the 
hole wave functions. 

For obtaining the quantative results for the 
photogalvanic effects in gallium arsenide it is nec- 
essary to take into account the Coulomb electron 
hole interaction. The interaction was taken into 
account on the base of the following integral 
equation for the matrix element of the dipole 
momentum D: 

v = * 1 . 0  

ie  P 
(D,,,B(ke, kh))r = - F,Y,,,y(ke, kh) u;?, (8) 

here dynamical factor of the dipole momentum 
F;,,?(ke,  kh) satisfies the integral equation: 

w 

= 6ij - ih  (e i j l  I(kc - kh)/ /2P 

here €0 is static dielectric permittivity, e is electric 
charge. The dynamical factor F ) ( k c ,  kh) can be 
found if one uses the fact of dependence F ) ( k , ,  kh) 
from relative momentum k = (k, - kh)/2 in the 
center mass system and its independence from 14, 
kh separately. This fact is based on the small pa- 

rameter (ph - p e ) / ( C ( h  + p e )  - 0.2 here ph, pc are 
reduced masses of an electron and heavy or light 
hole. Using the solution of a usual Coulomb prob- 
lem one can obtain: 

h 
P 

r ( l  + i f ) & /  - i - r ( 2  + i f )  l e i ln  Ik. 

( 6rj - y) (9) 

Here f = l / ku , ,  u,  is Bohr radius of the electron- 
hole system. From Eqs. ( 4 )  and (9) one can obtain 
an explicit form for photogeneration electron and 
hole probability W ;  in the center mass system: 

Here C; = k2/2m, -I- e i ” ,  e ih  = Mk2, e:‘ = ( M  - 
A/2)k2  + ( A  - 0 ) / 2  the dimensionless quantity 
7. = 7: + 7; has the form 7; = 3 - v + ( 1  + v) 
cos II(z)- I%e 12/k2[l - 3 v +  3 ( 1 +  v) cos Il.(K)], 

3 A k 2 ) / 3 D ,  D = ( A 2  - 2 A k 2 A / 3  -I- A2k4)”2,  k =  k 
f p . q / m ,  for electron and hole, excitation respec- 
tively, K ,  is partial absorption coefficient that in- 
cludes the Coulomb interaction effects 

7; = 8h Ieijllkiejer/lS Pka,,  cos $ ( k )  = -1A - 

where nw is a refractive index, Zrv is Zommerfeld 
factor: 

I Z ~ , I ’  =f.(~ - exp(-f))-’; K = K+ + K- 

The probability of electron and hole generation W ;  
can be used directly for calculation of PGE, SPG, 
PDE. The probability was calculated also from 
the perturbation theory for electron-hole interac- 
tion, for this the band structure of GaAs was pre- 
cisely taken into account in approximation A IEB 
< 1, i.e. the mixing light and splitting holes and 
also nonparabolic form of the light hole band was 
taken into account. We did not give the corre- 
sponding formula because they are very compli- 
cated.14 On the basis of formula (10) one can eas- 
ily calculate the photocurrent: 
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Here r e k ,  r h v k  are frequencies of momentum re- 
laxation for electron and v hole, k’ = k + pv /mhy 
q, k” = k + pJm, q. Formula (1 1) is valid if the 
electron or hole kinetic energy does not exceed the 
optic phonon energy h a L o  = 0.037 ev. In that 
case the electron and hole are in the passive band, 
and rsk, r r Y r  at low temperature form due to the 
scattering on the impurity and acoustic phonons. 
For e i ,  e;“ > haro the momentum relaxation is 
produced by two steps. The photoelectrons and 
holes emit quickly one or several optical phonons 
and transit in the passive band. Partial decreasing 
of asymmetry and anisotropy of the photogenera- 
tion probability takes place. The process of iso- 
tropization is completed due to scattering proc- 
esses in the passive band. The basic characteristic 
of the isotropization process by the optical 
phonon emission is the isotropy function U,,(e) 
defined as a relation of the coefficients in decom- 
position generation function with respect to  
spherical functions TLM(O, cp) by the energy in the 
passive band Z = e - haLo Int ( e / h a L o )  to that 
coefficients in the active band at  the energy of the 
photoexcitation e. An explicit form of isotropy 
functions UL(e) can be found if we solve balance 
equations for distribution function of the photo- 
electrons and holes for the energy ep = e - p h n r o ,  
p = 0, 1, . . . , n = Int (e /hOLO).  These functions 
have the following form: 

U 3 e )  = fi p =  I Qdqp)/QO(qp) 

for electrons. Here qp = (kj + kj-1)/2kPkp-1, kj = 
2m(e - p h n L o ) ,  QL(x) is the Legandre function 
of the second type. 

for holes. Here v = 1 for light holes, v = -1 for 
heavy holes and 2 X 2 matrix (ZLp)vtv  is a linear 
combination of the functions similar to QL(x). An 
explicit form of these functions is given in the 
paper referred to  in Ref. 6. The electron isotropi- 
zation function is presented in Figure 2. For 
L = 2 this function has been first obtained in the 
paper referred to  in Ref. 15. PDE, PGE are essen- 
tially defined by isotropy function at L = 2. The 
probability of the appearance of electrons and 
holes in the passive band follows from probability 
(10) with the help of the isotropy functions U;(e) ,  
Ui: ,u(e) .  For electrons it is sufficient to multiply 
probability (10) by UL(~), for holes to  multiply it 
by Ui:,,(e) and to  make summation in two differ- 
ent channels of hole generation. 

’tr----- 
FIGURE 2 The electron isotropy functions G ( E )  for L = 
0, 1.2. The energy E is measured at the optical phonon energy 
units. The function G ( c )  graphs are shown with symbols eL. 

On the basis of Eq. (1  1) for PDE and PGE and 
using known expressions for hotocurrent in the 
frameworks of kinetik theoryf6 one can obtain a 
final expression for the photocurrent. The con- 
stant y ( ~ )  for surface photogalvanic effect has the 
form: 

e 
y ( w )  =- (3v - 1 - 3(1 + v) cos I)) x. 

8hw v‘v K 

I 1 + x  =” 12x2(1 - xz) In - + 3 - 8x - 6x2 + 12x3 
8 X 

here P,, Phv are diffusion coefficients for electrons 
and holes. The photogalvanic effect is determined 
by the constant p ( w ) :  

X (10 + v)[AP,U;(e:)&~, + A:U!,s,(e2)1 (14) 
The expression for the constant a ( w )  for photon 
drag effect is as follows: 
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here A: A<(?:), A! A,+,(?:) are free path 
lengths for electrons and holes in the passive 
band, h ,  = 2 a ,  + 2,  by = 2 - 2a,, a,(€) = 3 + 
cos +(e) - v [ l  - cos +(€)I. Expression (15) for 
PDE contains energ derivatives of the step func- 
tion he(?) U;(t), Au(2)U!v , v (e ) ,  which results in 
&function contribution to photocurrent. This ef- 
fect of resonance recoil was considered theoreti- 
cally in the papers referred to  in Refs. 16 and 17 
and spectra peculiarity connected with the effect 
of resonance recoil was observed in the experi- 
ments'' for optical transitions between the bands 
of light and heavy holes in germanium. The form 
and width of the resonance recoil pick for inter- 
band optical transitions in gallium arsenide are 
defined by the finiteness of the photon momen- 
tum,I6 goffered form of the hole dispersion law,17 
and also by uniform broadening. The integral in- 
tensity of the resonance recoil picks is fixed by re- 
lation (15). For example, the integral intensity of 
the n-th pick in the series v has the form: 

r 

2 e l  Q K ,  me 
5ho k,K mh" 

nnm - h (nR)n,( h n L O )  u; (nn - 0) =-- 

(16) 
The constants a(o), b(o) ,  y ( w )  defined by rela- 
tions (13), (14), (15) were calculated with a com- 
puter and the spectral curves were compared with 
the experimental data. 

The theory of PDE, PGE and SPG was con- 
structed at the presence of a uniform magnetic 
field. The influence of the magnetic field on PDE 
and PGE has the same character as in case of 
usual photoconductivity. For this the photocur- 
rent j H  at  the presence of the magnetic field is 
connected with the current j o  at  the magnetic field 
absence by the relation: t 

j H  = j o  - - [h X j o ]  / ( I  + nf/I'*) (17) ( :  1 
Here a, is cyclotron frequency, r is collision fre- 
quency h is a unique vector along the magnetic 

t It is supposed that the mechanisms of PGE and PDE con- 
nected exclusively with magnetic field are absent. An example 
of such PGE mechanism due to electron polarization in the 
conducting band by magnetic field when electrons are excited 
from paramagnetic impurities is given in the paper referred to 
in Ref. 2. 

field H. In case of SPG the photocurrent change 
in the magnetic field is calculated in a more com- 
plicated manner because the magnetic field changes 
the character of electron scattering on the surface. 
Corresponding calculations were produced in the 
paper referred to in Ref. 10 and for the magnetic 
field which is normally oriented relative to the 
surface the photocurrent has the form: 

Here 11 = K A / ( I  - inn), x is current direction 
in the magnetic field absence; y is normally or- 
iented direction along the surface, K ~ " / K  is a rela- 
tive part of anisotropically excited electrons. This 
expression for photocurrent is valid for electrons 
in the passive band of GaAs. For obtaining the 
electron photocurrent in the active band it is neces- 
sary to use the isotropy functions introduced 
above. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 
COMPARISON WITH THE THEORY 

We investigated experimentally: 

a) surface photogalvanic effects caused by gen- 
eration anisotropy of photoexcited electrons and 
their diffuse surface scattering: 

b) the magnetic field influence on the surface 
photogalvanic effect; 

c) photon drag effect on interband optical tran- 
sitions in which the resonance recoil by the elec- 
tron optical phonon emission is observed;19 

d) bulk photogalvanic effect connected with 
center symmetry absence in GaAs. 

The measurements were performed on pure epi- 
taxial n-GaAs layers with the mobility of p - lo5 
cm2/v sec and concentration of n - 2.  l O I 4  cm-3 
at  T = 77 K. Two electrodes in the form of paral- 
lel strips were put on the specimen surface by in- 
dium, as it was done for the photocundactivity 
measurements. For spectral dependence measure- 
ments an incandescent electric lamp and mono- 
chromator DFS-24 are used. Spectral resolution 
equals to  2 .  lo-' ev, intensity of incident and the 
specimen light was equal to  Z = lo-' wt/sm2. The 
measurements are performed at the temperature 
of T = 1.6 - 4.2 K. The emf that arises under 
specimen illumination is experimentally measured. 
Polarization changes in the light intensity ab- 
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sorbed in the specimen were taken into account 
by the normalization by the value of photocon- 
ductivity. 

a) The Surface Photogalvanic Effect 
The photocurrent appearance can be most ob- 
viously explained by electron scattering on diffuse 
surface. Let us suppose that the electrons excited 
by the light are distributed along the eight sloped 
to the surface as Figure 3 shows. Then the elec- 
trons which move the right lose the momentum 
quicker due to the surface scattering than those 
moving to the left and scatter in the volume. As a 
result the electron stream directed to the left 
arises. For the mirror surface the stream equals to 
zero. Thus SPG appears as a result of combina- 
tion of two effects: the photoexcitation anisotropy 
(optical drawing") and diffusion of the surface 
electron scattering. The emf caused by SPG (VSPG) 
was distinguished on the background emf due to 
photon drag effect VPDE, emf connected with PGE 
VPGE and emf on the crystal nonhomogeneous VO 
due to the characteristic dependence from the in- 
cident light beam angle 0 and the angle cp between 
the incident plane and the light vector polariza- 
tion which follows from Eq. (3). If the incident 
plane is perpendicular to contacts then VSPG - cos2 
cp on it changes the sign as the sign of the incident 
angle 0 changes. The experimental dependence 
SPG from 0 and cp is in a good agreement with 
the theory. 

The spectrum of the surface photogalvanic ef- 
fect measured by the 'sloped light incidence (0  = 
50") as the emf difference in permissible for SPG 

e' I 

d 

FIGURE 3 The obvious mechanism of the SPG formation 
(a) incident light beam, (b) refracted beam, (c) the angular 
photoelectron distribution, (d) the direction of the total elec- 
tron stream; e is light vector polarization. 

polarization (e 1 1  to incidence plate) and in forbid- 
den polarization ( e l  to incidence plate) is shown 
in Figure 4. The spectrum has the form of damped 
signchangable oscillations caused by the process 
of the emission of the optical phonons by the eiec- 
trons in the active band. The similar spectra were 
obtained in all investigated specimens. Let us give 
the qualitative explanation of their forms. The 
four types of particles (electrons and holes from 
every channel) can give their contributions to 
SPG at the light frequency E, < hw < E8 -I- A. 

Let us consider the contribution of particles of 
a definite type, for example, electron from the 
heavy channel in the SPG spectrum. The spec- 
trum form is connected directly with the depend- 
ence of the dominant momentum dissipation 
mechanisms from the energy. We supposed that 
the momentum dissipation on the charged impuri- 
ties is dominated in GaAs at the helium tempera- 
tures for the electrons with kinetic energy less 
than the optical phonon energy ARLO (the passive 
band). So far as the free path length increases 
with the electron kinetic energy increase, the SPG 
increases with increase hw. The fast emission of 
the longitudinal optical phonon by the electron 
takes place at the energy t = ~ R L o .  As a result, 
the total isotropization takes place and the uneven 
decrease of the SPG is observed. At the energy c > 
h&o the partial isotropization of the electron dis- 
tribution function takes place as a result of the 
optical phonon emission.16 Thus the electrons 
spectrum from the heavy channel must consist of 
the damped oscillations connected with the elec- 
tron emission of several optical phonons. The 
minimum energy of those oscillations can be de- 
scribed by the formula: 

hwn = Eg f nhnLo(me + mh)/mh (19) 
here me,  mh are electron and heavy hole masses, n 
is integer number. 

The form of the first oscillation is determined 
by the electron isotropization processes in the 
passive band. The form of the next oscillations 
both by those processes and the process of iso- 
tropization by the optical phonons emission. The 
electron contribution from the light channel has 
the opposite sign and the larger oscillation period. 
The largest period has the heavy hole contribution 
= 9hnLo.  The resulting SPG spectrum represents 
the sum of all four contributions and it should 
have the form of a signchangable damped oscilla- 
tion. The experimentally measured spectra have 
just the same form. At the frequency 1.52 < hw < 
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FIGURE 4 The SPG spectrum in a specimen S52 at the temperature T = 4.2 KO. The points mark the experimental 
results, represented with the spectrum dependence of the light intensity which comes out of the monochromator, the 
solid line represents the theoretical results. 

1.56 ev the electron contribution from the heavy 
channel dominates a t  the frequency hw - 1.56 ev 

b) Magnetic Field Action on Surface 
Photogalvanic Effect t 

these electrons emit a single -optical phonon and 
the electron contr,ibution from the light channel 
becomes dominated therefore Vspc changes its 
sign and so on. 

The theoretical spectrum calculated on computer 
on basis using Eq. (13) is represented in Figure 4 
by a solid line. Evidently, that the theory de- 
scribes well the thresholds of the phonons emis- 
sions and correlation of the oscillation amplitude. 
The diffusion coefficients for electrons and holes 
P,,  Phv are determined from the condition of the 
best fitting the theory and experiments considered, 
they are independent from the energy. The de- 
pendence of the diffusion coefficients on the 
energy can be determined from the experiments 
with magnetic fields (see below). The Keine 
Hamiltonian parameters are chosen on the basis 
of the known experimental data.” The free path 
length of the electrons and holes in the passive 
band were considered as caused by the scattering 
on the charged im urities with the concentration 
of N = 5 .  l O I 4  cm- which was estimated accord- 
ing to  the nitrogen mobility and also due to 
acoustic phonon emission.” The electron scatter- 
ing on the surface was proved to be near the mir- 
ror: P, = 0.2. The hole contribution to SPG is es- 
sentially less than the electron contribution due to 
a stronger hole interaction with the acoustic 
phonons, therefore the corresponding diffusion 
coefficients can be approximately estimated as 
compared with P, in the order of magnitude. 

c : .  

The SPG spectra give the possibility to determine 
the energy dependence of the product of the diffu- 
sion coefficient on the free path length VSPG - 
P t ( E ) A e ( E ) .  The contribution of the bulk and 
surface scattering in SPG can be divided experi- 
mentally by measuring the dependence SPG on 
the magnetic field. Really, the magnetic field 
twists the photoelectron trajectories and thus 
turns the anisotropic part of the distribution func- 
tion according to m o m e n t ~ m ~ ” ~ ~  represented in 
Figure 3. In accordance with relations (17), (18) 
the change of VSPG in the magnetic field is deter- 
mined by the characteristic parameter O J F .  If we 
find the parameter O,/r then we determine the 
collision frequency according to the momentum r 
and, consequently, the free path length A,. The 
magnetic field was directed perpendicularly to  the 
specimen surface for the exception of the photo- 
electromagnetic Kikoin-Noskov effect. The mag- 
nitude of the V S ~ G  in the magnetic field was meas- 
ured that for K A  S 1, as follows from Eq. (18), 
has the form: 

The dependence of the SPG on the magnetic 
field for two different photon frequencies in the 

t T h e  experimental results on the magnetic field action of 
PGE were obtained in cooperation with G. M. Gusev. 
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field of the first positive oscillation f2w < 1.66 ev 
is represented in Figure 6. Evidently, the SPG de- 
creases in a rather small magnetic field of H - 
100 g, moreover, the form of the S P G  corre- 
sponds well to formulae (20) (a solid line in Fig- 
ure 5). Note, that the anomalous strong action of 
the magnetic field on the PGE in LiNbO3 and ZnS 
has been discovered recently in the papers referred 
to in Refs. 25 and 26. For the definite spectral 
point w we determine the magnetic field Hlp 
where th.e SPG decreases two times. The free path 
length A as the function of the energy E was cal- 
culated on the basis of the dependence H I J ~ ( w )  
(circles in Figure 6): 

E = (hw - Eg)mh/(m, + mh) (21) 

We neglected the contribution of the light 
channel electrons, that gives -20% contribution 
in the SPG in that spectral region. A solid line in 
Figure 6 represents the theoretical dependence of 
A ( E )  with the account of the electron scattering 
on the charged impurities and deformational po- 
tential of the acoustic phonons: 

A , - 2 4 4  
,m - E O ~  h /47rNm:e4 In (kr , )  (22) 

Aac = 5rrph3c,/4a3m3k 

Here eo = 12.5 is the static dielectric permittivity; 
r, is the screening radius r, = lo-’ cm; p = 5.4 
g/cm3 is GaAs density; cs = 5.2 10’ cm/sec is 
sound velocity. The charged impurity concentra- 

0- 50 400 150 
H, G 

FIGURE 5 The SPG dependence on the magnetic field H at 
the light frequency of hw = 1.535 ev (1) and at hw = 1.547 ev 
(2). Which corresponds to the electron kinetic energy from the 
heavy channels of 14 mev and 25 mev (the specimen S33, p - 
10’ cm2/v sec, n - 1.5 10“ cm-’). 

0 10 20 30 
E, meV 

FIGURE 6 The dependence of free path length from the 
electron energy above the conducting band bottom. 1 and 2 
represent electrons from heavy and light channel respectively, 
3 represents the electrons from the beavy channel, excited in 
the active band h n ~ o  < E < 2 h n ~  (see the paper text). The 
solid line represents the free path length due to the scattering 
on the charged impurities and the acoustic phonons. A dotted 
line represents the free path length due to the scattering on the 
charged impurities only. 

tion N on the theoretical curve of Figure 6 was 
3 - loL4 ~ m - ~ ,  and the constant of the deformation 
potential aE was 7 ev. The dotted line in Figure 6 
corresponds to the scattering on the charged im- 
parities only. It follows from Figure 6 that the 
free path length of the hot photoexcited electrons 
reaches the magnitude larger than 20 mcm, that 
exceeds the free path length of the thermalized elec- 
trons at the helium temperature by on 3-4 orders. 

The dependence VSPG(H) was measured also in 
the spectral region of 1.56 ev < hw < 1.59 ev (the 
first negative oscillation) where the contribution 
in SPG of the electrons from the light channel is 
dominating. In Figure 6 the free path length of 
those electrons determined from the magnitude 
H ~ , l ( o )  is shown by dark circles. A good coinci- 
dence of the A magnitudes for the electrons from 
two different channels is obvious. 

The free path length of the electrons excited by 
the light with the energy of ~ O L O  < E < 2h&o 
determined according to the field  HI^ must coin- 
cide with the free path length of the electrons ex- 
cited explicitly in the passive band with the energy 
of E = E - h&o, so far as the basic contribution 
in the photocurrent gives the electrons in the pas- 
sive band after the optical phonon emission. This 
statement we verified experimentally by measur- 
ing the dependence Vs=(H) in the frequency re- 
gion of 1.59 ev < ho < 1.615 ev (the second posi- 
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tive oscillation) where the basic contribution in 
the photocurrent is given by the electrons from 
the heavy channel that can emit a single optical 
phonon. 

The experimental values of A for such electrons 
are shown with the triangles in Figure 6. The 
energy E = E - haLo is noted along the horizon- 
tal axis. In the limits of the accidental error the A 
values for electrons in the active region with the 
energy E coincide with A values in the passive re- 
gion with the energy E.  A similar picture should 
be observed for the electrons emitting two or 
more LO-phonons. It is difficult to  verify this 
statement experimentally due to small SPG value 
at  the light frequency of hw > 1.65 ev. The mag- 
nitude of the electron contribution to the SPG 
from ballistic motion before the LO-phonon emis- 
sion is out of the experimental precision limits. 

The dependence of the diffusion coefficient P ( E )  
for the surface scattering from the energy E was 
obtained from the SPG spectrum Vspc(E)  and the 
dependence A ( E )  in the passive region: P ( E )  - 
V s m / A ( E )  (Figure 7). Evidently, P , ( E )  decreases 
as E increases, and at  the energy E > 15 mev the 
saturation takes place. The solid line was calcu- 
lated according to the formula: 

P , ( E )  = P o  + P1/E2 

here PO = 0.1, PI = 22 mev2. The term P1/E2 in 
formula (23)  corresponds to the scattering on the 
surface centers with the concentration of N, = 
2.10" cm-2. The term PO independent on E is 
connected apparently, with the electron scattering 
on the neutral defects and surface roughness. 

c) Photon Drag Effect on Interband Optical 
Transitions in GaAs. Resonance Recoil During 
Optical Phonon Emission 

During the light absorption on interband optical 
transitions an electron and hole are excited with 
the total momentum q. Moreover, an average 
momentum belongs to electron and hole are equal, 
respectively'' to: qe = qm,/(rne + mh), qh = qmh/ 
(me + mh). Neglecting photoexcitation the aniso- 
tropy of the photoexcited electrons is distributed 
uniformly on the sphere in the momentum space 
displaced on the vector q, from the center (Figure 
8). The PDE is composed for this from two ef- 
fects: (1) an average electron velocity on the dis- 
placed sphere, (2) dependence of the momentum 
relaxation time on the electron energy. The elec- 
trons possess the relaxation time of 7- = r ( E  - 
kq, /m,)  in the left part of the sphere and the re- 
laxation time of T+ = 7 ( E  + kq, /m,)  in the right 
part of the sphere. Consequently, even with equal 
electron velocities in the left and right parts of the 
sphere k / m ,  the currents from the left and right 
halfspheres do not compensate for each other be- 
cause of the difference T+ and 7-. To separate the 
VSPG contribution from the general signal the emf 
difference for two equal in the magnitude, but 
opposite in the sign of the incident angle 0 was 
measured in the perpendicular to the incident 
plane polarization. The emf VSPG is absent and V O  
is excluded by subtraction in this geometry. The 
experimental PDE spectrum is represented by the 
point in Figure 9. One can see that the spectrum 
consists of signchangable oscillations caused by 
the step electron isotropization according to the 
scattering during the LO-phonon emission. The 

0 ftl 20 30 
E ,  meV 

FIGURE 7 The dependence of the electron diffusion coeffi- 
cient on the energy. 

FIGURE 8 The obvious explanation of the nature of the 
PDE photocurrent and the resonance recoil effect. The solid 
line marks the sphere of the electron photoexcitation with the 
account of the photon mqmentum. The dotted line represents 
the sphere of the constant energy (the boundary of the passive 
band). 
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FIGURE 9 
experiment. 

The photon drag effect spectrum in the specimen. The solid line is theory, the points represent the 

sign of positive oscillations corresponds to the 
electron stream along the photon momentum q. 
Unlike the SPG the contributions to the SPG 
from the electrons excited in light and heavy 
channels have the same signs. There are narrow 
negative peaks on the thresholds of the electrons 
of LO-phonons emitting, which correspond to an 
electron stream in the direction opposite to the 
photon momentum q (the resonance recoil ef- 
fect).l6<'' The hole resonance peaks which must be 
positive do not appear in the experimental spec- 
trum. A vivid explanation of the resonance recoil 
peaks is illustrated in Figure 9. The dotted line 
limits the region in the k-space where electron 
energy E is less than hRro (the passive band). The 
sphere section in which the photoexcited electrons 
are distributed is shown with a solid line. The 
sphere center is displaced from the point k = 0 on 
the momentum q. = qm,/(m, + mh) due to the 
finiteness of the photon momentum q. In the reso- 
nance region this sphere intersects the boundary 
of the passive band. One can see that the electrons 
moving along the photon momentum (a circle 
part marked by crosses) have the energy of E > 
~ R L o .  These electrons, for the time T = 5 sec 
of LO-phonon emitting fall quickly on the con- 
ducting band bottom and do not give contribu- 
tion in the photocurrent. The sign and magnitude 
of the photocurrent are determined by the elec- 
trons moving opposite to the momentum q, which 
are in the passive band and have a large free path 
length. 

The theoretical photocurrent spectrum com- 

puter calculated is shown in Figure 9 with a solid 
line. The same values of the GaAs band structure 
parameters and the same scattering mechanisms 
as for the SPG calculation were used. The theory 
gives the correct order of the photocurrent magni- 
tude, describes well the position of the oscillation 
peaks up to the frequency of hw - 1.8 f 1.9 ev, 
where the excitation of spin splitting holes and 
electron scattering in the side minimum of the 
conduction band take place. However, in the os- 
cillation form there is essential difference with the 
experiment. The hole contribution to photocur- 
rent is found less essential than the electron con- 
tribution due to a stronger hole scattering on the 
acoustic phonons. 

The first recoil peak measured with greater pre- 
cision than the spectrum in Figure 8 on two spec- 
imens with similar parameters is represented in 
Figure 10. Its integral intensity normalized on the 
photocurrent maximum at frequency hw - 1.55 
ev is equal to  -0.5 RLO what is close to the theo- 
retical value of 0.7 RLO calculated on the base of 
formula (16). The experimental peak width is 
5 mev, the broadenin s due to the finiteness of the 
photon  momentum^^'^^^ and those due to the go- 
ferness of the hole dispersion lows are, respec- 
tively 2 and 1 mev. The remaining 2 mev are ap- 
parently connected with nonhomogeneous and 
device broadening. The recoil peak width on the 
theoretical spectrum (Figure 8) was calculated as 
the sum of the widths due to all these mecha- 
nisms, the integral intensity of the peaks corre- 
sponded to  formula (16), the peak form was 
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FIGURE 10 The first recoil pick in the specimen S52 shown 
by curve 1, and in the specimen S57 (/A = 10’ cm2/v sec, n = 
I O l 4  cm-’) is represented by curve 2. Curve 2 is displaced by 
one unit upwards for clearity. 

chosen parabolic because a precise form is rather 
complicated. The “shoulder” on the left side of 
the recoil peak situated at the distance of 5 mev 
from the peak center and shown with an arrow in 
Figure 10, is caused, apparently, by the process of 
electron capture on the shallow donor with LO- 
phonon emission. The PDE measurement is actu- 
ally a differential methodics because in formula 
(15) there are terms with the energy derivative 
a A ( E ) / d E .  This circumstance gives the possibility 
to reveal a delicate spectral peculiarity which was 
not observed in the photoemf and SPG spec- 
t r u m ~ . ~ ” ~  

d) The Bulk Photogalvanic Effect on Interband 
Transitions in GaAs 

The origin of the bulk PGE on the interband op- 
tical transitions is the probability asymmetry of 
electron and hole photoexcitation which is not 
connected with the photon momentum q. For a 
particular direction in the momentum space the 
electrons with momentum k and the holes with 
momentum -k with direct optical transition are 
photoexcited to a greater extent than the electrons 
with momentum -k and holes with momentum k. 
In the goferness neglection the electrons and holes 
excited by the light are distributed asymmetrically 

on the sphere in the momentum space with the 
center at the Brillouin band center. They give the 
contributions in the photocurrent of the same sign. 

Here we give the results of the preliminary 
experiment and the measurement of the bulk PGE 
in GaAs. The photovoltage VPCE was measured 
with normal incidence of the light on the speci- 
men with orientation (1 10). In experiment geome- 
try the SPG and PDE do not give contribution to  
the photocurrent along the specimen surfcce. The 
contacts were parallel to the direction (1,  1, I) .  In 
that case VSPG depends in the following manner 
on the angle cp between the light vector of polari- 
zatkn- and the current propagation direction 
(1, 1, 2)  

Here n, is the GaAs refractive index; &, is a pho- 
togalvanic constant, defined by relation (2), R 
total specimen resistance, cos J, = l / d .  The 
photovoltage VPGE equal to the difference between 
the maximum and minimum, with respect to angle 
cp, emf values was determined experimentally. The 
V ~ G E  spectrum is shown in Figure 11. According 
to the qualitative arguments discussed above the 
experimental curve VSPG contains definite sign os- 
cillations with characteristic steps on the thresh- 
olds of the LO-phonons emission. Note, that the 
experimental precision of the PGE distinguishing 
is less than for SPG and PGE due to its relative 
smallness. Therefore, the’agreement between theo- 
retical curve (14) and experimental data have to  a 
great extent a qualitative character. From the 
comparison of the theory and experiment we es- 
timate the photogalvanic constants p(o) = lo-* 

-/L. ”.,/.“ .... ,.-**. 
1.55 I I 1.65 I 1 f.?S I 

to, CV 
FIGURE 1 1  
The solid line is theory, the points represent the experiment. 

The spectrum of the bulk photogalvanic effect. 
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Am/wt at the frequency of hw = 1.556 ev and the 
A constant that characterizes the Kane Hamilto- 
nian asymmetry A = 0.1 mi’. 

CONCLUSION 

The theory of the photogalvanic effects on inter- 
band optical transitions developed in the present 
paper sufficiently well describes the basic spectral 
peculiarity of the surface photogalvanic effect, 
photon drag effect and bulk photogalvanic effect 
investigated experimentally in gallium arsenide. 
The spectra of photogalvanic effects contain de- 
tailed information about the processes of momen- 
tum relaxation of the charge carriers. Especially 
rich information one can obtain from the measure- 
ment of photogalvanic effect spectra in the mag- 
netic field, that give a possibility to determine di- 
rectly the energy dependence of electron frequency 
collisions according to the momentum. Undoubt- 
edly that further development of the experimental 
investigation of the photogalvanic effects spectra 
will give the possibility to obtain extensive and de- 
tailed information about the processes of momen- 
tum relaxation in the volume and surface of solid 
bodies. 
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